• Digital forensic investigation is based on investigators' practical experience; It lacks formal theories to support it.
• Formal investigative methods for digital forensics are needed.
• The need to extend the applications of Event Reconstruction Theory to malicious software digital forensic investigation.
The Problem • Formally prove that an evidence trace object is a results of an execution of specific malware.
• Identify which execution path in malware code has contributed in the creation of the evidence trace.
• Inferring further malicious evidence traces.
• Investigation of Anti-Forensic techniques. 
Formal Malware Forensic Investigation and Event Reconstruction Method

Modelling
Evidence objects are checked in ℳ using model checking algorithm.
Further evidence traces are reconstructed using event reconstruction algorithm. −1 ℳ . Model CFG Automton. Reconstructed Model.
Anti-Forensic Investigation
Malicious code CFG is modelled as ℳ using FSA.
Evidence Trace Model Checking =EF Evidnce  ( Evidnce Property)
• Anti-Forensic methods are described in CTL .
• (Anti-Forensic ) is model-checked in ℳ.
• Evidence traces bounded to Anti-Forensic formula are identified.
• reverse-engineering the impact of Anti-Forensic techniques.
